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SUMMARY

On October 15, 1992/ the horizontal geodetic reference system used

for all aeronautical charts and chart related products published by

National Oceanic and Atmospheric 'Administration (NOAA)/National

Ocean Service (NOS) changed from the North American Datum of 1927

(NAD 27) to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) . This change

was mandated by the Congress of the United States. The latitude

and longitude of almost all points in the National Airspace System

(NAS) were revised. The greatest coordinate shifts were in Hawaii

and Alaska where latitude moved by as much as 1200 feet and

longitude by up to 950 feet. In the conterminous U.S., the largest

changes were approximately ,165 feet in latitude and 345 feet in

longitude.

In the U.S. , latitude and longitude are based on a network of

geodetic control points established by the National Geodetic Survey

of NOAA. Control point coordinates are determined mathematically

based on a single reference point; the NAD 27 was referenced to a

control point in Kansas. The Global Positioning System (GPS) now

allows satellites to define much more accurately geographic

locations in terms of latitude and longitude utilizing an earth

centered reference system; the NAD 83 is based on this new

technology.

The impact to aeronautical navigation in the U.S. of the datum

shift from NAD 27 to NAD 83 was not limited to aeronautical charts

and related publications. All Flight Management Systems (FMSs) and

Air Traffic Control Systems (ATCs) had to be modified to accept and

utilize the NAD 83 coordinates. FMS databases on aircraft were

purged and new coordinates loaded for points in space, ground based

navigational facilities, and/or airport position parameters. The

ground based ATC Systems also were required to purge all databases

and redefine all latitude and longitude references in the NAS.

The aeronautical charts, chart products, FMSs, and ATCs that define

the NAS were all revised and the NAD 83 was implemented in the NAS

on October 15, 1992. This was a massive effort directed by the

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and NOAA. The impact of the

implementation of NAD 83 on aeronautical navigation in the United

States was significant.
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INTRODUCTION

On October 15, 1992, the horizontal geodetic reference system used

for all aeronautical charts and chart related products published by
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/National
Ocean Service (NOS) changed from the North American Datum of 1927
(NAD 27) to the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). This change
was mandated by the Congress of the United States. The latitude

and longitude of.almost.all. points in the National .Airspace, System
(NAS) were revised:, The greatest1 coordinate shifts were, in Hawaii
and Alaska where latitude moved by as much as 1200 feet and

longitude by;up to 19:50 feet. *iiv: the- conterminous U.S., the-largest'
changes .were. approximatelytTrl65; feet in latitude and, 345 feet in
longitude. (See, Figure 1 & Figure 2). """v "':'<"■ i ' -,

\ '

SHIFT STATISTICS

(HAD 83 - NAD 27)

COMUS

Range .

Nininun

Maxfaun .

Average ; «;."*' * '

Standard Deviation

Latitude Longitude Latitude Longitude
(arc seconds) (oxters)

-0.814

,1.658

0.317

0.509

-3.773

5.149

0.873 ,

1.977 '

-25.152

51.023

. _'(. _

9.746

15.691

-106.632

105.417

20.690

48.372

ALASKA

Range J ._,

Minium "* --■

Maxima

Average

Standard Deviation

Latitude - Longitude Latitude Longitude
(arc seconds) (esters)

-6.014

0.595

-2.600

-1.489

5.368

12.700^

9.033^
1.775^

:185.828

1 18.432'

-80.473

46.043

77.597

206.190
r -

126.416

23.871,

HAUAII ,:;-

Range

HinisuB

Haxinun

Lat I tude Long! tude "■, Latitude _ Long I tude

. (arc seconds) . . <actera) .

-20.251

3.523

-10.261

-9.725

-622.975

-108.310

-294.455

-284.085

Average -11.617 -9.993 -357.282 -289.432

Standard Deviation 2.899 0.114 89.223 2.622

PIEBTO RICO ft

VIRGII ISUUBS

Range

Minimus

Haxirtun

Average

Standard Deviation

Latitude Longitude

(arc seconds)
Latitude Longitude

(■etera)

-7.279

-6.990

-7.128
0.079

-1.547

-1.305

-1.417

0.066

-223.801

•214.887

-219.158

2.428

-45.477

-38.181

-41.694

1.951

SPEECH NOTES ONLY: DOES NOT REFLECT NOS POLICY

FIGURE 1

i

• I V

I ,

\ •
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MAGNITUDE' OF DATUM SHIFTi (METERS)

-125.0 -11.9.5 -.114.0 -108:5 -103.0 -97.5 ;-92.0 -86.5 -81.0 -75.5 -70.0

31.0 ;

27,5 E

24.0
-135.0 -119.5 -114.0'-108.5 -103.0 -97.5 -92.0 -86.5 -81.0 -75.5 -70.0

FIGURE 2
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BACKGROUND _ , .

Why is NAD 83 going to be the official datum? JWhat were the
problems with NAD 27? What makes this new datum, NAD 83,

preferable to use? These'are good questions that were often asked,

because NAD 27 had been utilized'for many years. ']

There are some fundamental^reasons Cwhy,-.-the geodetic reference

system for the United States required reconsideration. Increased

accuracy requirements by, the surveying community,, the introduction
of improved and highly accurate electrpnicT measuring systems, and

the advent of satellite systems such as Doppler and the Global

Positioning System''(GPS) were a 1.1 factors which, contributed to the

identification- of --weakness^ in~t NAD* 277 ~ Discrepancies between
exiting control systems and newly executed surveys utilizing

improved technology dictated the establishment- of an entirely new

datum rather than-a revision" or. repair, of NADi.27'-. ~The NAD 27

control network-was never completely adjusted .and, as it grew,

unpredictable, errors'-and distortions were created (Schwarz et al

3.989) . in summary, the use of NAD 27 became unacceptable (Dewhurst
1990) because of: (1) an outmoded and obsolete mathematical

representation of the Earth, i.e. the a and b4. axis were in error,

""(2..), inconsistencies' arising from partial adjustments of data on a

regional basis/ (3) limitations .due to outdated: survey instru
mentation (Vogel 1986),= arid (4) use of a surface, reference point in

Kansas; :Meades Ranch (MR), for the lower -48 states/ Canada, and

Alaska in.the. development of rNAp, 27 led to small errors in the
vicinity of Meades: Ranch but very! large errors, at greater distances
away from .the MR-statron. These factors .led to, inconsistencies

that, .needed- to -be-removed ;ih order to. provide, an accurate and

consistent .datum reference system from .coast .to coast^^and between

the nations within the North American Continent.

. - .._, *;■.- '" 'DATUMJMPR6VEMENTS ' ■ J, ^ 4 -.

NAD 83 was a significant improvement over NAD ,27 (Wade 1985) for

several reasons:"*".* u-," : . ■; ■"

1. The Geodetic Reference System of 1980 (GRS 80) was

accepted as the reference system for NAD 83; the

ellipsoid of GRS 80 was adopted for use in defining NAD,

83. Various observations using dLoppler satellite systems;

- : - k>-- had-shown that this ellipsoid better-defined the correct;

f r ,_; rrreference^ ellipsoid than'did'.the Clarke Spheroid oft 1866
"* which NAD- 27 utilized. The*" GRS 80 earth model was

recommended by the International Association of Geodesy

(IAG) and accepted by the National Geodetic Survey (NGS)

of the United States (Schwarz et al 1989). (Figure 3)
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2.

x,

4.

KFEREBCE TOTBI Of ISM
COTS 80)

of
ters (CRS 80)

■«•>■

■ ■ 6.378.137 Mttn
. - b - 6,356,752.3141.»{«?
' Vf -298.257222101 (« Kit.)

^patible
Positioning SylJLSg^
Geodetic System - (WGS 84)!

NAD 83 does awav *,**.** *.*-

observations Badye by outdated
Astronomic observations it
doppier positions at over
Line Interferometry
technology led to $
27. to NAD 83 adju
be in agreement
residuals have an &s val
residual components have
(Schwarz et ari989)V

value' of
h

which makes it

a? the Global
military World

^ °aU.Sed *» 9-odetic
e th°y ^^^ntatioh.

''and 10° Very Long
»t» J-ing advanc^I

afcuracies- in the NAD

tef^S show" NAD 83 to
?InS; North-South-

U, terS ana-East-West>
value °* ;-744 meters

SiiSrSl^Ia S^/fl ^iustme
blocking strateg^^to Adjust S.hLUJ:111«in9 a
network as a single sVstl, ^u h°le NAD 83 ^odetic
regional network solutions havinl^ -"l3" a Serles °^
interrelation. ■lutions havmg no interconnection or

>. ...a-

•T 2J' V^teras of accuracy
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IMPACT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF NAD 83 IN

UNITED STATES AIRSPACE

The impact of implementation of NAD 83 for aeronautical navigation

was greater than we would expect due to the users it affects.

Users of geodetic data ,can be. grouped' into three categories:

primary' users- geodesists : and.;.land surveyors who' utilize and

.develop coordinate., information directly; secondary- those who

employ. the<',data produced by primary; users in some: manner such-as
mapping, charting and.-digital representations of the earth's

surfacejf and tertiary- those who use the work" of secondary users'in
order to-gain knowledge and insights.- A pilot or navigator would

be an'.''..example of , a tertiary user. ■ Typically,; knowledge -'of

surveying and geodetic datums decreases with each category of user.

In fact, a tertiary user may have absolutely no concept of geodesy.

However, it is critical for*such a tertiary user/ i.e. a pilot-

navigator, to recognize a datum inconsistency and be able to obtain

and use coordinates in either datum with confidence and little

problem. The tertiary users of coordinate data far out number

primary and secondary users.' Since the NAS of the United States is
utilized, controlled, and described by such tertiary users of

geodetic data -pilots, air traffic controllers, navigators, and

aeronautical data specialists, the implementation of NAD 83 in the

NAS has had a great impact1and' required careful planning.

In order to plan* and implement the conversion from NAD. 27 to NAD 83

in the National Airspace System, a committee was formed. The NOS,

"The Nation's Aeronautical Chartraaker", the FAA and the National

Geodetic Survey (NGS) had representatives, on the committee. After

a review of the conversion problem, the committee, chaired by

Ronald M. Bolton (NOS), identified the following impacts (Bolton

and Hoover 1986) ' to the regulators, FAA, and users of the NAS
(Figure 4): • . .

f BW> 83 COWVERSIOBt IW>ACTS CM FM. IPS AM) MAS USERS -

-. v ■ - . .. ■ ■- t. ; ■/<,'; ;'';'' "'■'.)

l1. Charts and Publications - all hard copy, (both charts and publications) had to.be revised in

all areas that'list or depict latitude and longitude.

2. Digital Data - all digital data files with latitude and longitude fields had to be

converted to HAD 83. This included air traffic control files. Flight Management Systems

. (airborne/ground based),-and charting databases. ' * '

3. Hnrdcopy files - all documents containing latitude and longitude entries had to be marked

to indicate that they uera referenced to NAD 27 or NAD 83 (FAA and NOS identified over

1,000,000 such files or documents that oust be properly Labeled.

4. Chart Graticule Shifts - most chart graticules were not affected because of the slight

position change (usually less than .005 inches). However, 150 to 300 airport diagrams

had their graticules shifted due to their large scales.

FIGURE 4
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COORDINATE CONVERSION ; !

To,accomplish -the coordinate conversion, a program, Horth American
fiata conversion (NADCON) (Figure 5), was developed by Warren
Dewhurst of the NGS. ' The author recognized that a majority of
users of coordinate data would not be geodesists; he developed a
user friendly system that was very accurate (.15 to .5 meters)
(Dewhurst 1990). The NGS and FAA distributed NADCON'to all FAA
activities and NAS user's upon-request. The conversion committee
.helped expedite the distribution and utilization of NADCON.

aarvERsin softvuie

Morth AmeMcon Dotun ggversion « NADCON

. . > . . . FIGURE 5

ANNOUNCEMENTS OF IMPLEMENTATION OF NAD 83
IN UNITED STATES NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM

The October 15, 1992 implementation of NAD 83 in the NAS was
announced in several ways so as to reach the maximum number of
interested parties.

1. The Federal Register carried a notice. .

2. The Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association's Magazine
carried a notice (Figure 6).

3. FAA sent flyers to all regions and centers that announced

the change, solicited questions, and requested recipients
to return their "NADCON" software requirements to FAA HQ.

4. NOAA/National Ocean Service sent out a notice to all
chart sales agents and all subscribers to aeronautical
charts and publications (Figure 7).
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Ml) YOV KSOW. . . ; ? • L „ ,
.. .that the FAA will require pilots to deliver a full, ceadback of any runway "hold short clear-

- anee beginning October 15? The procedure is aimed at reducing runway incursions. The auto-

' matie terminal information service will include reminders to pilots of this procedural change.
Replying to hold short instructions with only a "roger" or a call sign will not suffice.
. . . that all latitude and longitude coordinates in the National Airspace System will be
changed beginning October 15? The congressionally mandated change from the North Ameri
can Datum of 1927 (NAD27) to the 1983 datum (NA,D83.)reflects the requirements of tech
nological advances like GPS Greatest impact will be on coordinates in Alaska and Hawaii. For

' '-: -" more information, contact the National Ocean Service at 800/626-3677. ...

... that AOPA Member Services has a new "Pilot's Guide to Renter's Insurance"? The free
booklet contains information for pilots who fly rented or borrowed aircraft, including articles

- . • from AOPA Pilot, answers to most commonly asked questions, and a check list that helps the
■ , insurance shopper compare policies!-Members may telephone AOPA's aviation services de

partment to request a copy. Call 800/USA-AOPA (872:2672), and press menu choice "2."
' . /. that the Seaplane Pilots Association has set a new time and place for its EAAOshkosh

Corn RoastV It'll be Sunday, August 2, beginning at 3 p.m., at 3237 West Ripple Road, located
next to W'ittman Regional Airport and 1 mile south of the Oshkosh Control Tower. For tickets

,"'.,. and information, contact SPA headquarters at 301/695-2083.

.. ■. -..". .that the city of Aurora, Illinois, is urging pilots flying to Oshkosh to rendezvous at Chica
go/Aurora Municipal Airport. In a letter to AOPvVAinwrtl^^
writes. "We have the perfect location to access Oshkosh from all directions and still avoid the
01 lure TCA." Parking assistance and hotel shuttle service will be available, along with a spe-

eiul avgas price of SI .70 per gallon for AOPA members who present their membership cards
at the Viking Express FBO. Contact Viking Express on unicorn 122.95 and avoid stretching

'•■:■ -your flight to busy Oshkosh. ■ D - ...

FIGURE 6
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Important Information on

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE ADJUSTMENT

To All Chart Users and Chart-Product Users

Beginning October 15, 1992. the horizontal geodetic referencing system used in all charts and chart
products published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) / National Ocean
Service (NOS) will change from the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27) to the North American Datum
of 1983 (NAD83). You should become familiar with this Congrtssionatly mandated change In
advance because It will sfiect the latitude and longitude coordinates of almost all points Identified In
the National Airspace System. You can expect coordinates to change by zero to 16 seconds.

In the United States, our latitude and longitude are based on a network of geodetic control points .
established and maintained by the National Geodetic Survey (Department of Commerce). Control point
coordinates are determined mathematically based on a reference point The NAD27 used a reference
point In Kansas for the lower 48-states (conterminous U.S.), Canada, and Alaska. Technological advances
called Global Positioning Systems (GPS) now allow satellites to pinpoint much more accurately geographic
locations by referencing the center of the earth. NAD83 is based on the center of the earth and

. geodeticaJiy ties Puerto Rico and Hawaii to North America.

The greatest coordinate shifts will be in Alaska and Hawaii where latitude will be moved by as much as
1200 feet and longitude by up to 950 feet; In the conterminous U.S., the maximum changes wBI be
approximately 165 feet in latitude and 345 feet in longitude. Magnetic variation wfll be altered so minutely
the aviation community need not be concerned. .

• >. > . ■

The shift will not. be significant enough to change the latitude and longitude grid on Sectional charts or
WACs, but It could change the grid on the TACs, Helicopter Charts, and Sectional Insets, and most
"certainly will affect Airport Diagram Charts. Allcoordinates in the Digital Aeronautical Chart Supplement
Airport/Facility Directory. Pacific and Alaska Chart Supplements, .on Enroute navigation charts and all

digital products sold by NOS or FAA will be affected. - ■

tf you use digital data from NOS or the FAA, you mutt purge your entire data base when NAD83 replaces
NAD27 so that there is no"1 confusion over which referencing system your data is based on. If you use

ellipsoidal parameters in your software, they will need to be revised as follows:

a (semi-major axis) ■ 6,378,137.000 meters

b (semi-minor axis) » 6.356,752.314 meters

l/f - 298.2572221

User questions relating to NOS charts and chart products should be directed to 1-800-626-3677.
Technical questions on the datum conversion should be referred to Mr. Doyle (National Geodetic Survey)

al 1-301-443-8684.

AGENTS

Please Post

FIGURE 7
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/(J... NAD 83 IMPLEMENTATION- TASKS?

. „ NAD 83, implementation", work -of the, FAA and the rNOAA/NOS:
Aeronautical . Chart /Branch . (ACB) began in -the : summer, of ,1991- and
continued'until October 15, 1992. The FAA and NOS Aeronautical
Chart Branch published revised coordinates for every coordinate
position used in the NAS. This effort involved the processing of
billions pof ^characters in the NOS/ACB (and FAAr data bases;< Datum
notes Have been added to ail -paper files, charts^and chart related:
products; this effort Required-the^review of millions of computer
and paper 'file records." " .-...- '- . q .- ;

The conversion from.NAD 27 to NAD ,83 .went.smoothly considering the

scope and complexity of the task., ~ All,-FAA' facilities were"ready
for the change over". All 'revisions to charts,, chart related
products, and aeronautical publications produced to support safe
flight, .in, .the NAS-were completed. , _ y.- v r ;

\ :y^ ;.r; " ElENE^ITS FROM. THE. IMPLEMENTATION OF, NAD 83 \

The NAD 83' implementation in the NAS allowed navigators and pilots
to use the capabilities of the Global Positioning System .(Wilkins,

1992) and Lbran-C to.their full potential;, Puerto Rico,..Hawaii, &
Alaska were properly tied geodetically to * the "Lower 48"
(Conterminous U. S. )^ and Canada.:. The uset ,pf s NAD 83 as : the.. NAS'.
reference datum also allowed international aircarriers to--use :WGS
84 as they entered the US NAS without changing datum references

systems, .for the expected difference; between the daturas is:small' -j
less t than; a meter. ;> V-. "' -^ "J- ~\'1Ci - i -'*'■ ;■ „ iv/v;

The long term impact of the conversion from NAD 27 to NAD 83 will

be very,beneficial because (figure a) :>o ^ ^ ..; .,; .* ■** -■ ■ c

, i

r. -j, j <

i'i

■ «—

■ , -ct

... (1>_

(2)

(3)

(4)

-■" • , "•■ . : "--■-' Jv ■ ' . - '■
THE LOW TERM IW»ACT OF THE COKVCTSlOa RrM

NAD ?7 JO W B3 ' ■' <

MAD.S3 MflUalloH GP$isatelIitesto'be properly
utilized for navigation in the U.S. MAS.

The conterminous U.S. will be oeodetfcally tied

correctly to Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and Canada.

Points in the conterminous U.S. will be defined more

accurately and consistently.

The U.S. NAS reference datum, NAD 83, Mill be

consistent and compatible with the WCS S4.

l :>.

FIGURE 8
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CONCLUSION

In summary, the implementation of NAD 83 in* the NAS improved
aeronautical navigation in the United States. The massive datum
conversion effort which was directed by FAA and^NOAA will have a
significant long term beneficial impact on the aviation community.
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